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COLOR

 Oak

 Cherry

 Green

 White

 Black

 Blue

SKU

800

802

804

801

803

809

UPC

HEIGHT (IN)DEPTH (IN)WIDTH (IN)

650873008001

650873008025

650873008049

650873008018

650873008032

650873080908

Cabinet Open 14 1/4 24 1/216 1/2

Top Drawer 11 1/2 4 1/413

Bottom Drawer (x3) 11 1/2 5 1/212131/2

SUZI STORAGE CADDY

ARROW SEWING FURNITURE

Where Creativity Meets Color

FEATURED BENEFITS

Arrow Sewing Cabinets embraces the vibrant creativeness that comes with sewing and crafting. 
With colorful furniture designed for maximum comfort and ergonomic posture, you will be able 
to immerse yourself in a world where color meets creativity. 

DESIGN
• 10-year warranty

• Sturdy design with wheels for portability 

• Designed to compliment all Arrow sewing furniture 

STORAGE and ORGANIZATION
• One large drawer for notions storage

• Three hidden drawers for notions storage 

Cabinet Finish: Melamine Laminate
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ARROW SEWING CABINETS

INSERT

BEST WAY TO COMPLETE YOUR SEWING STUDIO

ARROW SEWING CABINETS

Inserts are designed to fill the 
gap between the machine and 
cabinet opening. Each insert is 
manufactured to fit your cabinet 
and fill open space around your 
specific machine delivering the 
perfect fit. 

ARW19I006

SUZI STORAGE CADDY

Sewing cabinets were designed to create an experience 
that will accommodate longer periods of time spent 
behind your sewing machine, with increased comfort. 
Cabinets are designed to easily switch between the free 
arm and flat bed sewing positions, producing a flush 
sewing surface with a more ergonomic posture to sew 
in comfort and sew longer. Most sewing cabinets allow 
for your sewing machine to be put away into a storage 
position, creating the perfect home for your machine 
when not in use.  

Our adjustable height sewing chair is a perfect 
accessory for any craft and sewing room. The chair’s 
height is adjustable with easy to use controls and 
the cushions provide perfect lumbar support and 
comfort for those long sewing hours. Chair features 
five casters on a star base for greater movement at 
your sewing cabinet or crafting surface. Lift the seat 
   cushion to reveal a 
   hidden storage 
   compartment for your  
   small notions or patterns. 

ADJUSTABLE HEIGHT 
SEWING CHAIRS


